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RESPIRATORY PROTECTION

Flexible
MicroMaXX has a multi-pass harness which permits 
three different carrying modes. The carrying modes can 
be switched quickly and easily.
The functional hip carrying mode:
For those applications where there is enough space to
move around.
The classic backpack mode:
If for instance the hip carrying mode is unsuitable due to
wearing a tool belt, backpack-style shoulder carrying loops
are easily made.
The practical carrying mode between the knees: 
For example on entering a narrow shaft or sewers the
MicroMaXX with one adjustment can be lowered from the
hip carrying mode down to the knees.

Light
With 4,95 kg [ready for use] MicroMaXX is extremely low
weight and does not burden the user at all. It is probably
the lightest breathing apparatus for work available.

Ordering Informations
10049950 MicroMaXX with Advantage [charged cylinder]

10048115 MicroMaXX with 3S [charged cylinder]

10050707 MicroMaXX without face mask [charged cylinder]

10056058 MicroMaXX with Advantage [empty cylinder]

10056057 MicroMaXX with 3S [empty cylinder]

10056059 MicroMaXX without face mask [empty cylinder]

10056761 Test adapter kit
10050708 Wall support 
D4075224 Storing bag
For detailed informations please see the leaflet: 01-112.8

MicroMaXX
[ Short-Duration Compressed-Air Breathing Apparatus for Work and Rescue]
The brand new short-duration SCBA MicroMaXX 
is amazingly flexible, light and thus convenient 
for all sorts of activities associated with work and 
rescue. MicroMaXX is approved according to EN 137.

Technical Details
Approval EN 137

Weight [ready for use] 4.95 kg

Length 540 mm

Warning signal at 70 bar

Composite cylinder 3 l, 300 bar

Ready for use
Made up of a compact pressure reducer,  a 3 litre compo-
site cylinder, for a service time of approx. 18 minutes, 
the rugged demand valve AutoMaXX®-N, a convenient
multi-pass harness with integrated softbag, plus a full face
mask MicroMaXX is always ready for use.
Choose either the novel mask Advantage 3000 or the
world-wide proven mask 3S.
The innovative demand valve AutoMaXX®-N can be dis-
connected, e.g. for testing. Its maintenance requirements
are extremely low, for instance it does not even need any
lubrication.
If MicroMaXX is carried but not used, the demand valve
and mask are stowed in the water spray protected bag.
Moreover, the complete appliance can be kept in an optio-
nal storing bag, in a release holder on a wall or in a vehicle.
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Dependable Sensors
The IR-CO2 sensor is the highlight of this portable instru-
ment. But the measurement of Ex, O2, CO and H2S is also a
feature due to the high quality MSA always provides.

Great Display
ORIONplus has the largest fully graphic LCD of its kind. 
With high level contrast and bright, homogeneous back-
ground lighting all 5 channels are shown simultaneously
at a single glance.

Tough but Compact
Easy single-handed operation, and the rugged make, will
leave you with nothing more to wish for.

Ordering Informations
10046094 ORIONplus P, 

Ex/Ox/CO/H2S/CO2, NiMH
10046095 ORIONplus P, 

Ex/Ox/CO/CO2, NiMH 
10046096 ORIONplus P, 

Ex/Ox/H2S/CO2, NiMH
Further versions, sensors and accessories on request.
For detailed informations please see the leaflet: 08-170.2

ORIONplus

[ The handiest 5-Gas Detector for the Toughest Requirements]
Small, handy and reliable – it is probably the most practical 
5-gas detector on the market today. ORIONplus is approved 
according to ATEX: II 2G EEx ia d e IIC T3/T4.

PORTABLE INSTRUMENT

HAND PROTECTION

Ordering Informations
With gauntled, fully coated, pair
D6177826 UNIPLAST, 28 cm, size 10
D6177843 UNIPLAST, 35 cm, size 9
D6177834 UNIPLAST, 60 cm, size 10
With knit wrist, fully coated, pair
D6177825 UNIPLAST, 25 cm, size 10/9
Further versions available.
For detailed informations please see the leaflet: 13-501.2

UNIPLAST
[ The Ultimate Protection for the Hardest Applications]
The MSA UNIPLAST chemical protective gloves protect the hands 
from dirt and aggressive chemicals. The strong material 
also protects against some mechanical impacts. 
The MSA UNIPLAST are used for handling water 
or liquid waste, fatty or greasy materials, acids,  
to prevent injury to the hands.  

Approval according to EN 374-1, EN 374-2, 
EN 374-3, EN 388, EN 420.



EYE PROTECTION

HEAD PROTECTION

PERSPECTA Series
[ Sight and Safety in Perspective]
The MSA PERSPECTA range of safety spectacles and goggles
offers designs that combine fashion and comfort with 
function.

Made with the best optical quality lenses [class 1], and a 
variety of colors & coating options, they protect you against
dust, flying particles, liquid splashers, glare or UV radiations.

Request more information on our latest models.

One of them is PERSPECTA 9000, an incredibly light, resilient
safety eyewear with revolutionary hard & soft material 
co-injected temple for improved comfort.

All approved according to EN 166 and according to type: 
EN 170 UV filters and EN 172: sun glare filters for industrial
use.

V-Gard
[ The Safety Helmet of Choice]
The popular V-Gard design in a high density polyethylene
shell. Certified to EN 397 and meeting optional require-
ments for electrical insulation and very low temperature.

Ordering Informations
10045516 PERSPECTA 9000, clear lens + anti scratch
10045517 PERSPECTA 9000, clear lens + anti fog
10045518 PERSPECTA 9000, smoke lens + anti fog
10045519 PERSPECTA 9000, amber lens + anti fog
10045640 PERSPECTA 9000, blue mirror lens
For detailed informations please see the leaflet: 03-030.2

Customized
V-Gard accepts the full range of MSA safety helmet acces-
sories and is available in high visibility fluorescent orange
as well as in six other colours, most of them in two sizes.

Practical Harnesses
Fas-Trac harness with quick action ratchet wheel adjust-
ment for the ultimate in safety helmet comfort. Staz-On
harness has a slide adjustment designed for added stability.

Ordering Informations
B0262250 V-Gard shell, white
B0262251 V-Gard shell, yellow
10002901 V-Gard shell, red
B0262239 Staz-On
B0262240 Fas-Trac
Further colours and versions on request.
For detailed informations please see the leaflet: 06-100.2

Southern Europe
MSA Italiana S.p.A.
Via Po 13/17 – I-20089 Rozzano [MI]
Phone: +39 [02] 89 217-1
Fax: +39 [02] 8 25 92 28
E-Mail: info-italy@msa-europe.com

Eastern Europe
MSA AUER GmbH
Thiemannstrasse 1, D-12059 Berlin
Phone: +49 [30] 68 86-25 99
Fax: +49 [30] 68 86-15 17 
E-Mail: mee@auer.de

MSA Europe Regional Head Offices [www.msa-europe.com]
Northern Europe
MSA Nederland B.V.
Kernweg 20, NL-1627 LH Hoorn 
Phone: + 31 [229] 25 03 03
Fax: + 31 [229] 21 13 40
E-Mail: info@msaned.nl

Central Europe 
MSA AUER GmbH
Thiemannstrasse 1, D-12059 Berlin
Phone: +49 [30] 68 86-555
Fax: +49 [30] 68 86-15 17 
E-Mail: info@auer.de
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